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Main challenges with a Deep Learning approach  

− The number of data (images) with anomalies is usually very small (1 every 1M images ?)

− The type/shape of an anomaly can be very different (basically any shape different from a clean bay)

− Lack of data (clean and with anomalies)



Phase I: the supervised learning approach

− Restrict focus on a specific bay section

− Collect images of clean and anomaly bay (AIRBUS)

− Apply a small Neural Network (lack of data limits the deep of the NN)













Resume from Phase I

− Preliminary results suggest that a Deep Learning approach has a certain potential

− However, it cannot be based on a supervised learning!

− We need a large amount of data!



Phase II: use of a DMU CAD model with semi-supervised 
learning approach 
− Use of Digital Mock Up (DMU) CAD model to generate large amount of data

− AIRBUS has (of course) a well defined CAD model of the wing bay

− However, details (like bolts/sealant/etc.) are missing 

− Can we detect defects using a semi-supervised approach?



AIRBUS DMU CAD model

Produce simple render

DMU

Generate video animation

Extract images from video frames

Improve render quality
(Greater photo-realism - Materials, resolution)

Additional details into CAD
(smaller defects e.g. bolts)



Rendering

Tested different tools to find 
good compromise between:

- Costs
- Quality
- Speed 

Autodesk Fusion 360
- High quality
- Expensive
- Very slow (10min per image)

Blender
- Medium quality
- Free
- Slow (2-3 min per image)

Blender
- Low quality
- Free
- Fast (3s per image)



The semi-supervised learning approach

Rendered image                      Corresponding mask                               Autoencoder



Inference on Synthetic Defects 



Inference on Real Images

Synthetic image                                                    Real image

Very poor 
results when 
inferred on the 
real images!



Something in missing…

Let’s reduce the problem to 
a classification of bolts:

Correct results

Best results!
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Resume Phase II

− The DMU model could be used to generate large amount of data, but need to be augmented with 
details

− Semi-supervised learning (semantic segmentation) is robust for defect detection

− However, there is a gap between the DMU model and the real images which lead to poor results on 
real images

− This gap is confirmed also via a simpler classification problem on bolts



Phase III: the unsupervised learning approach

− Can we use Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) to generate bay images?

− StyleGAN is a leading architecture in high quality generated images

− GANs can be used for anomaly detection (AnoGAN)

− Improved version of AnoGAN via Encoder like in fast-AnoGAN => AStyleGAN



What are GANs?

The generator and 
discriminator 

compete each other 
and eventual achieve 

a Nash equilibrium



What is StyleGAN?

https://github.com/NVlabs/stylegan

https://github.com/NVlabs/stylegan


Results of StyleGAN on a wing bay

Actually we use a 
variation of StyleGAN

named MSG-StyleGAN



Quality of MSG-StyleGAN

The £1 competition... Which one are fake?

1 2 3

4 5 6



Quality of MSG-StyleGAN

1 2 3

4 5 6

These are fake! But no worry, let’s forget the £1…



How does AnoGAN works?

Guess random 
distribution

Generator: use
to generate the image

Find pixel differences
between the two images

Find feature differences
between the two images

Generator: use to backpropagate the 
total differences (weights are frozen!)

Adjust random 
number distribution



Main issue: the morphology

Spurious anomalies 
can occur during the 
latent research space!



Improvements: add and Encoder like in fast-AnoGAN

Extract features 
from a pre-trained 

VGG network
We try to help as much as 

possible starting from a 
closer point to the final goal



AStyleGAN: Anomaly StyleGAN

Results obtained training the GAN with 375 images (augmented to 10k) only!
Still very small for a usual GAN training…

real                     generated                  differences



AStyleGAN: Anomaly StyleGAN

StyleGAN has been mainly developed for a central image subject. 
Poor reconstruction on the side ends up in False Positives



Other defects examples

The training dataset does NOT contain any of this images and 
only a very small proportion of clean Protospace images



Distortions due to local minima 

The encoder may start from a very wrong location!

Real image                                Generated image                         Differences



Training with synthetic images

10k synthetic images obtained via Blender using different colours

Real                                                       Generated



Inference on synthetic images (from Pablo Bermell)

It could be used as augmenter of the synthetic DMU model



Inference on synthetic images (from Pablo Bermell)



Resume Phase III

− Unsupervised learning can tackle the anomaly detection based on clean 
bay images only

− It is agnostic to the defect and does not suffer of class imbalance data

− Generative NN are promising in their capability of reproducing real images

− AStyleGAN shows good preliminary results but still far for industrial 
applications



Conclusion and Future Work (I)

− We explored different methodology to tackle the challenging anomaly 
detection in a AIRBUS A320 Wing Bay 10-11 scenario

− The challenge is that anomalies are rare and can be of any shape

− Generative NN are promising in their capability of reproducing real images

− AStyleGAN is agnostic to the defect and does not need images with 
anomalies. Preliminary results are good but still far for industrial 
applications

− AStyleGAN is easily transferable to other bay/sections. You “just” need a 
lot of data!



Conclusion and Future Work (II)

− To train using a larger dataset 

− Improve the Encoder to have a better reconstruction and avoid False 
Positives and reduce the detection speed (currently ~2 min)

− To remove the fine tuning of AStyleGAN which could lead to False 
Negatives!



Any questions?


